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ABSTRACT

In this study, a real-time software modem is developed. TMS320C6701, a powerful DSP microprocessor is used in the designs. Nato Stanag 4285 standards are used in the modem software. Appropriate channel equalization methods are tested and used to enable the software to operate even under the HF band distortion. Control and interface software are developed to integrate DSP and PC system. The number of analog parts is reduced to minimum to reach the target of developing both the transmitter and the receiver parts with software on the DSP. The RF parts are the location for the analog parts, starting from the IF part the signals are processed by software. Therefore, all the synchronization, equalization operations are realized digitally. These structures, called software radio, have been gaining importance in the recent years and are going to be used in modern digital radio, TV and similar systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Developing communication technologies and the development of different modulation techniques in various frequency ranges raises the requirement of applying the new techniques in the transmitter/receiver systems. Parallel to these developments we see the conversion of analog systems into digital systems, which makes the digital, design of transmitter/receiver systems a necessity. To be able obtain a fully digital system; the starting point is carrying all of the base band transmitter/receiver operations into digital medium. Therefore a simple re-programming makes it possible to get different communication systems and the future improvements could be realized in very short time scale. In addition, the size of the equipment is reduced. To achieve this flexible structure, the first step is designing a digital modem.
In our implementation to demodulate base band PAM, BPSK and QPSK digital modem signals we used synchronization and channel-equalization algorithms, for High Frequency (HF) receiver modems the developed system complies with the NATO Stanag 4285 standards. For the developments we used TMS320C6701 digital signal processor for real time application. The TMS320C6701 processor draws too much current which makes it unsuitable for mobile applications where batteries are used as the power source. In such cases the processor could be replaced with a TMS320C54x family processor. We have developed our software under TMS320C6701 assembly language. In section 2 the development of the modem structure is presented. In section 3 the software that has been developed for the modems’ receiver/transmitter mode applications has been summarized. While in section 4 the hardware details of the TMS320C6701 signal processor which is used in real time applications has been reviewed. The performance of the developed system and results are summarized in section 5.

2. MODEM ARCHITECTURE

General information about modem architectures can be found at references [3, 4, 5]. The modulation and demodulation characteristic, which has been used in this study and defined in Nato Stanag Standard 4285, is summarized in section 2.1.

2.1 Modulation

The modulation technique, which is defined in Nato Stanag 4285, is provided shifting the phase of a base-band 1800 Hz carrier signal. This base-band signal is then transmitted through the desired frequency by shifting this signal to RF. The modulation speed is 2400 bauds and modulation resolution is $10^{-5}$. The resolution of the oscillatory that produces 1800 Hz carrier is also $10^{-5}$. The phase shift of the modulated signal relative to the unmodulated reference sub-carrier may take one of the phase values corresponding to the PSK modulation [3].

A signal that has been modulated by an 1800 Hz sub-carrier is required to involve a 3000 Hz bandwidth. Raised cosine transmitter/receiver with roll-off 0.2 is used to achieve this goal. The frame structure of it is shown in Figure 2.

The symbols to be transmitted are structured in recurrent frames of 106, 6 ms in length. The numbers of bits transmitted per frame are 128 at 1200 bps, 256 at 2400 bps and 384 at 3600 bps. A frame consists of 256 symbols. Eighty of these symbols are for synchronization, 48 of them are for reference, and remaining 128 are data symbols. Long ‘one’ and ‘zero’ sequences are prevented by mixing reference and data symbols with the sequences generated by the scrambler [3]. The scramble generates a PSK sequence of 8 phases. Thus, an
8-PSK signal is transmitted through the transmitter, whatever the data rate may be (1200, 2400, or 3600 bps). Doppler shift, symbol synchronization, and equalizer training is provided by using modem synchronization sequence.

3. MODEM SOFTWARE

The signals received from the communication channel need to be processed using signal processing techniques at side of the receiver modem. In the modem structures the transmitter modem software is generally standard and simpler when compared to the receiver modem. In other words the receiver parts of the modems are generally more complex and contain time-consuming operations than the transmitter parts [1]. Therefore in this study we emphasized on the receiver modem. The receiver modem software basically consists of three parts: the first is the signal recognition part. This is done by the use of preamble arrays periodically send by the transmitter [3]. Secondly, the bit and phase synchronization operations are performed by the use of numerical phase-lock loops. In the last part, equalization and array recognition operations are performed against the irregularities of the flow within the channel. This part is the most important section of the receiver structure. In this part depending on the equalization or the recognition technique – channel estimation or inverse channel estimation – the system performance can be better.

The analog signal, which has been sampled at a fixed frequency rate at analog/digital converter, goes through a clock synchronization block. The main aim of this block is to find the differences between the transmitter and receiver clocks and to restore these differences. The selection of the algorithm to be used here is critical, because it effects the overall performance of the receiver modem. The output of the clock synchronization is brought to zero-frequency level by the base band carrier signal. At the same time, with the frequency correction operation errors due to frequency differences are corrected. The channel equalization part removes the effects of the channel. Before the channel equalization, the starting point of the envelope is found. This operation is performed with the link between the synchronization sequence and the envelope.

3.1 Timing Recovery

Timing difference between transmitter and receiver has to be removed. Unless this operation is performed with great care the receiver modem shall not be able to get the information send by the transmitter modem in good shape. Since the transmitter signal is being exposed by the communication channel’s noise and distortion effects, the sample points of the transmitted signal has to be determined correctly at the receiver side to obtain the transmitted digital information.

It is an important step to obtain the time reference and correct sample points from the corrupted signal. Nonlinear Spectral Line algorithm is used to detect the timing error [14]. This algorithm is shown in Figure 3. This algorithm works more efficient in complex channels [8]. The main idea in this method is to produce a timing tone by taking the signal via a nonlinear unit at the symbol frequency. A frequency offset estimation mechanism is added to this method. The first step in this algorithm is to take the square of the received signal. Then this signal is multiplied by $e^{-j2\pi f_L t}$ and a summation is performed. Loop filter is a low-pass filter and is used to provide clarify the error information. Phase value is determined by using both arc operator and loop

...
filter output. Thus the obtained phase information is used to determine the interpolator's parameter. The L, is a value used in the algorithm as the additional sampling factor. Number Clock Oscillatory (NCO) is used instead of the Voltage Controlled Oscillatory (VCO) in the case of the digital versions of the feedback algorithms. NCO produces two arguments. The first parameter $\mu$ is used to calculate interpolator’s filter coefficients, and $m$ is used to determine the symbols that will enter to the operation. The timing recovery algorithm works as follows: After providing sampled signals, the correct sample values are formed at the interpolator block and the incorrect values are ignored. At this stage, the obtained results are used to form the output values. However the errors on the signal should be detected to control the interpolator. At this point, $m$ defines the error index of the samples while $\mu$ is then used to correct the parameter $m$. These estimated parameters ($\mu$ and $m$) are effective on the interpolator and are updated for each new samples of the iteration. The error that has been calculated at this stage is obtained for the derivative of a single argument function on discrete-time case. This error signal shows whether the function provided by the derivative is increasing or not, and also the slope. To overcome the abrupt high derivative effects, the output of the relevant block is filtered to preserve the system stability.

3.2 Channel Equalization

One of the most important problems in any practical channel is the spreading of individual data symbols passing through the channel due to inevitable filtering effect. For consecutive symbols, this spreading causes part of the symbol energy to overlap with neighboring symbols, causing Inter Symbol Interference (ISI). ISI can significantly degrade the ability of the data detector to differentiate a current symbol from diffused energy of adjacent symbols. Even with no noise present in the channel this can lead to detection errors [9]. These effects should be removed at the receiver modem. This channel effect can also be the channel distortion. In linear communication channels, the transmission of digital signal is limited by ISI. To control it, time reaction of the channel should be controlled. In communication systems the mechanism that is used to

Figure 3. Feed-back timing recovery

\[ e^{-j2\pi m} \]
prevent the ISI is called equalizer [2]. In this study decision feedback equalizer is used to overcome the ISI. Decision feedback equalizers are appropriate for the HF channels as described in [3]. A typical decision feedback equalizer is shown in Figure 4.

Training sequences are transmitted periodically from the transmitter according to the frame structure as defined in NATO Stanag 4285. Then, decision feedback equalizer is being trained by using this sequence.

![Image of decision feedback equalizer](image)

**Figure 4. Decision feedback equalizer**

Decision feedback equalizer removes the effects of the preceding symbols by using a feedback filter. FFF and FBF equations are shown in Equation 1 and Equation 2 respectively. Here, \( \alpha \) defines both converging rate of the DFE and the energy of the error.

\[
\begin{align*}
    c_n(k+1) &= c_n(k) - \alpha e_n r_{n-\epsilon}, \ n = 0,1,..., N - 1 \\
    b_n(k+1) &= b_n(k) - \alpha e_n d_{n-\epsilon}, \ n = 0,1,..., N - 1
\end{align*}
\]

\( (1) \)

\( (2) \)

4, HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

TMS320C6701, a powerful DSP microprocessor is used to implement the real time system. Hardware configuration of the DSP consists of two modules. These are the digital signal processor (Heron1) and the A/D converter (Hegd1) modules. These modules are fitted to the carrier card, and the carrier card is fitted to the PCI interface.

The modules on the carrier card communicate with each other via the registers, that is, carrier card has its point-to-point connections between module sites provided by fixed bi-directional FIFOs. Each FIFO is 32-bits wide, but can switch into a 16 bit wide mode if a 16-bit module is detected by the hardware [6].

![Image of connectivity of FIFOs](image)

**Figure 5. Connectivity of the FIFOs on the HEPC8.**
In our configuration, there is one Heron1 module and one Hegd1 module on the HEPC8. Heron1 module holds the C6701 processor, and the Hegd1 module holds the 3 MHz 12 bit A/D converter. This configuration may change according to the applications type. In this case, the user configures the board number switch of the HEPC8. In our study, this configuration set to the 0 and is used to access board through the API software [7]. We used Hunt Engineering API software to communicate between the PCI interface of the HEPC8 and the host machine software. We also used to provide standard I/O access to the host machine’s I/O devices from within our DSP program. The software structure between the host machine and the DSP card is shown in Figure 6. This API software consists of a driver layer and a library layer.

![API Diagram](image)

Figure 6. Hunt Engineering API

Our algorithms are written in the C programming language. The DSP program consists of the modem algorithms and the communication functions. The program was compiled using TI Code Generation Tools and then the developed software was uploaded onto the DSP. A text based configuration file, which can be considered as a map file is used to define which programs, should be loaded onto which processor and memory.

4.1 Real-Time System

For the real time implementation, we generated PAM, BPSK, and QPSK signals in different characteristics using Matlab. Then these signals are sampled at 8 KHz and transferred to the analog media. The characteristics of the generated signals are shown in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modulation Type</th>
<th>BPSK (1 bit)</th>
<th>QPSK (2 bit)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>00 01 10 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>(+/-) sin(2 π f_o t + φ)</td>
<td>(+/-) sin(2 π f_o t + φ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, we applied the analog signals to the TMS320C6701’s input channels. These signals are sampled using A/D converter. We used the double buffering algorithm to achieve real-time processing. The output of the converter consists of complex data, that is, each sampled value includes some other information. One of them is the channel number. So unnecessary information is cleaned and the real signal data is taken. These values are stored in a buffer and applied to the DSP software. The DSP software processes the data and produces the output. These outputs are then transferred to the host machine’s memory to visualize the results.

5. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Figure 7.a a base band QPSK signal is simulated. To see the achievement of the symbol synchronization algorithm the QPSK baseband signal with distorted symbol synchronization have been simulated. The triggering difference between the transmitter and receiver is given as \(0 \leq t_0 \leq 1\). If the \(t_0\) goes towards zero we get smaller sampling clock rate difference between the transmitter and receiver. However if we get a result nearing to ‘1’ then this means we have a greater difference between them (figure 7b).
In this context, the developed time synchronization algorithm have successfully calculated the simulated QPSK base band signal’s symbol synchronization triggering time. Afterwards, within the time domain this triggering time has been altered, as it can be viewed from the figure 8a the algorithm has successfully followed these alterations.

![Figure 7. The QPSK Data with t₀=0.2 (a) and t₀=0.6 (b) (without channel effect)](image)

At the Figure 8 time synchronization output for the QPSK signal with the clock difference given in figure 7 is presented.

![Figure 8. (a)The continuous follow-up of the phase difference between the transmitter and the receiver: t₀=0.2 and t₀=0.6 (b) The output of the time synchronization algorithm which corrects the phase difference of the sampling clocks of the transmitter/receiver.](image)

As seen from the figure 8 the clock reference differences of the sampled frequencies of the transmitter and receiver continuously monitored and gathered at the right regions.

Without the channel effect, when there is no sampled reference clock difference of the generated QPSK between the transmitter/receiver produces a sharper gathering as seen at figure 9a.

With the channel effect and differing reference clocks of the transmitter/receiver produces the results shown at figure 9b. The channel effect and differences at triggering times causes the transmitted symbols to be mixed with each other. To overcome this problem a decision-based feedback equalization algorithm is used. This algorithm uses the linear filter output to estimate the error between the input/output signals. This error signal is then minimized to find the equalization filter coefficient. A perfect filter produces the original input signal as the output, hence the error term is zero. However this is practically impossible. When we get a term nearer to zero then this means the algorithm is working without any problems. The algorithm finds the values of instant signals that has been transmitted and differentiates the ISI effect and adds it to the forthcoming values.
Figure 9. QPSK data: No channel effect and phase difference between the Transmitter/Receiver sampling clocks (a). QPSK data having timing error and channel effect Channel = [0.2 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0.3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.6 0 0 0 0.4] (b).

In figure 10a the result of QPSK (with channel effect and triggering errors) after being subjected to the clock synchronization algorithm has been presented. In this case the algorithm correctly finds the varying triggering errors in the time and can follow varying triggering time difference. For the QPSK signal given in Figure 9b the clock synchronization algorithm produces the output given at figure 10b. The effect of ISI on the signal passing through the communication channel is devastating (Figure 9b) when the sampling clock differences of the transmitter and receiver are taken into considerations. To solve this problem we developed an equalization algorithm, which improves the signal as shown at Figure 11a. The real part of this signal is seen at figure 11b.

Figure 10. The continuous monitoring of the sampled clock differences between the transmitter/receiver: to=0.2 and to=0.6 (a) Digital clock synchronization – correcting the phase differences – output of the sampled receiver and transmitter clocks (b).

Figure 11. Decision feedback equalization output (a)
5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a digital modem with the clock synchronization decision feedback equalization algorithms have been developed and tested. The behavior of the algorithm against distortion phase errors and various other conditions have been given. The algorithms have been developed on TMS320C6701 microprocessor and a special software developing tool has been used. And real data has been for the real time tests. HF frequency range and wired modem data has been used with different distortion and channel models for the tests. The DSP board and host PC communication software and user interfaces also have been developed to provide a test bed for a mobile communication system.

As it can be seen at figures above, the developed digital clock synchronization algorithm has been successful using PAM, BPSK and QPSK signals of different channel models at high frequencies. It successfully follows the alternating phase errors changing in time. In the digital versions of the feed-back algorithms, number clock oscillator is used instead of the voltage control oscillator (VCO) used in analog systems. The tests performed – using high frequency channel models – both on Matlab platform and on the TMS320C6701 digital signal processor has revealed that our decision feedback model has been successful. According to these results, if the zero’s are not nearing to the unit circle the equalization algorithm works very effectively. This is due to the fact that, when the zero’s are nearer to the unit circle inverse system stability suffers. At this situation for the stability of the system the transition time need to be prolonged and the preamble information parts need to be increased. Channel equalization and clock synchronization algorithms of the current receiver modem structures shall be improved to provide higher performance when new algorithms are developed for these functions. For the developments we used TMS320C6701 digital signal processor for real time application. The TMS320C6701 processor draws too much current which makes it unsuitable for mobile applications where batteries are used as the power source. In such cases the processor could be replaced with a TMS320C54x family processor. The signal processing techniques used in transmitter and receiver modems are not single. Various algorithms can be adapted to different situations. For instance, turbo error coding techniques, blind equalization techniques and Viterbi decoder can be used to improve performance [10-13].
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